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Abstract (en)
[origin: FR2775614A1] The invention concerns a set comprising a support board having at least a group of squares with similar shape and
dimensions, each square of the group bearing at least a first series of optionally complex symbols, belonging to a common family of symbols, and at
least a batch of cards, each card of the batch having substantially the same shape and dimensions as the squares of said groups associated with
this batch of cards. The invention is characterised in that each card of said group is provided with at least one window at one site corresponding to
one of said symbols of the first series of symbols and each card of said batch bears a series of symbols belonging to said family and which, when
said card covers one of said squares of the group, masks and, possibly, completes the first series of symbols, except at least one symbol of the
first series which appears through the window, so as to form a new series of symbols which can constitute a winning combination. The invention is
applicable to parlour games simulating casino games.
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